THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF TRANSPORTATION

2021 Speaker Series

JUNE 10  Jason Stratman
Charles Lindbergh: The Man, the Myth, the Legend

JULY 8  James Erwin
Steamboat Disasters

AUGUST 12  William Michael Hart
Historic Missouri Roadside Traveling on a 2-Lane Highway

SEPTEMBER 9  Kelly Johnston
All Maps Are Lies

OCTOBER 14  Sharon Smith
Route 66: Main Street through St. Louis

NOVEMBER 11  Ed Dickens
Ed ran the working restoration and touring of a “Big Boy” steam locomotive, Union Pacific No. 4014.

9:00 am – 10:00 am

Earl C. Lindburg
Automobile Center on the Mezzanine

Open to the general public, no admission required. Reservations required. Space is limited.
Member reservations begin April 19, non-member June 1.
Make reservations at tnmot.org

TNMOT adheres to St. Louis County pandemic rules: Masks required. Social distancing mandated.

The National Museum of Transportation is a private 501(c)(3) organization relying on the generous financial support of our community to continue preserving the past for future generations.